5. SWITCHES

FUNCTION ASSEMBLY

3111 CQ ON-OFF
31-2 PHONO ON-OFF
31-4 AUX 1 ON-OFF
31-5 AUX 2 ON-OFF

TAPE MODE ASSEMBLY

33 TAPE MONITOR TAPE 1 - SOURCE - TAPE 2
34 TAPE 1 - SOURCE - TAPE 2
35 TAPE 1 - SOURCE - TAPE 2
36 TAPE 1 - SOURCE - TAPE 2
37 TAPE 1 - SOURCE - TAPE 2

MUTING ASSEMBLY

50 MUTING ON-OFF

EQUALIZER ASSEMBLY

31 - WC MM SELECT MM MM - MM MM - MM

SPEAKER SELECT ASSEMBLY

51 SP SELECT 4-0 - 0-4 OFF

TAPE INDICATOR ASSEMBLY

54 TAPE INDICATOR ON-OFF

OTHER

51 POWER ON-OFF

THE UNDERLINED INDICATES THE SWITCH POSITION